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Abstract—Due to the remarkable increased popularity of
android based smart phones, the rise in malware targeting these
devices is clearly visible. In this paper, a machine learning
based technique is proposed to classify android applications
in three classes based on the confidence level defined as safe,
suspicious and highly suspicious. In this paper, 35 features
are extracted and selected from Mobile Security Framework
based on penetration testing. A set of experiments has been
conducted on the scale of 14,073 android applications which
includes 10,000 android applications downloaded from apk-
dl.com, 3041 malware and 1032 benign applications. In order
to compare the accuracy of the classification model, a ground
truth of the confidence level is created by using VirusTotal. The
proposed method can detect and classify android applications
into three confidence levels with 81.8% accuracy. Experiment
for binary classification, classify as being malware or benign,has
yielded 93.63% accuracy.

Index Terms—Android Malware, Malware Detection, Virus-
Total and Classification Model, Benchmark Creation, Machine
Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANDROID has emerged as the most popular mobile
operating system in recent years.Android operating

system is freeware, open source and customizable, and it
offers a great platform to develop and release various type
of applications and games that allows users to perform var-
ious number of operations including accessing bank, social
media and cloud accounts and has replaced computers in
many aspects. According to a report from International Data
Corporation (IDC) [1], more than 85% of the mobile devices
are running on android and attracting a large number of
mobile application developers.

Among these developers, some have malicious intentions
and create malware applications. This has become a global
threat [2], [3], [4], [5] and comes in different forms such
as banking malware, mobile ransomware, mobile spyware,
MMS malware, mobile adware, and SMS Trojans. For ex-
ample, financial botnets such as ZeuS or ZITMO (ZeuS-in-
the-mobile) [6] are getting very popular and can lead to a
threat in banking organizations. These malware programs are
capable of stealing important information from the devices
and can conduct financial fraud.

To protect users against these threats, companies and
research scholars have developed malware detection software
and keep investigating the subject. Many anti-malware soft-
wares rely on signature based approaches [need citations] in
which hash code is compared with malicious files. Although
signature based approaches are reliable for known malware,
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this approaches often fail against zero day malware attacks
[6] or when the malware mutates. The signature based
approaches of scanning android applications using antivirus
softwares also fails when the applications are repackaged. To
overcome this problem, many researches applied machine
learning techniques [7],[8] to detect malwares. However,
most techniques focus on detecting whether an application
is malicious or benign. As malware keep evolving, a method
providing a confidence level on whether the application is
a malware or not could entrust the user with the choice of
installing the applications based on its likeliness of being a
malware.

This paper proposed a classification model capable of
determining the confidence level of various android appli-
cations. The confidence level refers to the likeliness of an
application being a malicious. The problem of building a
machine learning-based classifier to identify the confidence
level presents two main challenges: first, we must extract
features representation of the application; second, based on
our collected dataset, we have to come up with a method
to classify them into each level of confidence. To address
the first problem, we use Mobile Security Framework [9],
[10] to extract a heterogeneous feature set, and process for
feature selection based on statistical analysis (described in
Section 4). To address the second problem, we create a
ground truth for labeling each application into one of the
three confidence level, namely safe, suspicious and highly
suspicious. The groud truth creation is based on the results
of VirusTotal [11]. We believe that the proposed classification
model provides a new way of warning users by categorizing
android applications based on the confidence level.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Following Android popularity, mobile devices are becom-
ing more exposed to malicious attacks. According to a report
from Symantec [12] 18.5 million mobile malware were
detected in 2016, which is 105% more than previous year.
Many researchers have proposed different android malware
detection techniques. An overview of the latest techniques is
presented in this section.

A. Malware detection based on static analysis

Static analysis approaches focus on comparing programs
to known malware based on static information such as the
program code, permissions, system commands and intents
looking for signatures or patterns [13]. Based on these static
information, many researchs applied Machine learning tech-
niques for malware detection [14], [8]. A machine learning
model ANASTASIA [15] is proposed by extracting features
like used permissions, system commands, intents etc. This



approach can classified as benign or malware with 97.3%
accuracy. The method is based on static analysis, hence the
detection can be affected by repackaging techniques such as
code permutation, compression etc. While K. Zhao et al. [16]
have introduced feature based machine learning technique
known as FEST: Feature Extraction and Selection Tool. The
method has used data set of 7972 applications for feature
extraction such as permissions, API, Action, IP and URL
features.

Building a classification model for malware detection
required known dataset for training stage. Recently, many
researches have been conducted by using VirusTotal API to
determine whether the application is a malware or benign
[17], [18], [19], [20] [21]. VirusTotal uses multiple anti-
virus scan engines ranges from popular vendors to small
companies, the results may vary among scans engines.

Martin et al. [17] have proposed a method to ana-
lyze and detect malicious android applications using meta-
information: ADROIT, which is based on a text mining
process and can be used to extract relevant information from
the meta-data. In the malware labelling process, the API
provided by the VirusTotal online portal is used which allows
to analyse applications with 56 different antivirus engines. If
at least one scan engine tested for positive the application
is marked as malware. However, the trustworthiness of scan
engines was not taking into consideration.

Most of the methods analyze application in binary fashion
that is whether the application is malicious or benign. In our
study, instead of categorizing the application in two cate-
gories, a technique is defined which categorize the confidence
level of android applications likeliness of being malicious.
The decision of installing application is left to the user based
on the confidence level.

B. Malware detection based on dynamic analysis

While static analysis approaches focus on static informa-
tion of the application, dynamic analysis approaches aim at
monitoring usage behaviors during run-time [22]. Several
approaches [citation will be added] monitor the power usage
of applications, and report anomaly consumption. Others
[6], [36] monitor system calls and attempt to detect unusual
system call patterns.

A hybrid method is proposed [23] by combining static
and dynamic analysis and performs with 90% accuracy.
For collecting the system calling data of an application at
runtime, dynamic analysis is conducted and for the testing
of the same data static analysis is performed. Firstly, a set of
patterns is created for both malware and benign applications
and then the applications are tested. However, the approach
is limited to the database of already save data set patterns.

Although dynamic analysis approaches are effective in
identifying malicious activity, run-time monitoring often suf-
fer from a large amount of overhead and can not be directly
run on mobile devices.

III. METHODOLOGY

The objective of the proposed approach is to develop a
classification model and determine the confidence level of
android applications. The proposed model is divided in three
modules as shown in figure 1, which consists of benchmark

creation using VirusTotal, feature extraction using Mobile
Security Framework (MobSF) and classification model build-
ing.

In this work, we gathered a collection of 10,000 An-
droid applications downloaded automatically from apk-
dl.com [24]. In order to label them correctly based on the
confidence levels, datasets of known malware and benign
are required. For that task, We use 3041 known malware
applications provided by [15], [25] and 1032 known benign
applications. Known benign applications consists 213 system
applications and 819 most popular (most downloaded and has
four and above ratings given by the users) applications are
downloaded manually from Google playstore.

A. Benchmark Creation using VirusTotal

The interest of a benchmark creation is to test the reli-
ability of scan engine by submitting known malware and
verifying that the scan engine can correctly detect malware
as malware. The benchmark is created using VirusTotal.
VirusTotal is subsidiary of Google and is a web based ap-
plication. It provides free and unbiased service for analyzing
and scanning applications, URLs and documents. At the time
of writing, VirusTotal is using 77 scan engines (at the time
of writing, December 2017) or antivirus from popular and
small companies. Scan engines are developed using different
algorithms. The results may vary from one scan engine to
other when submitting identical applications. Therefore, the
reliability of scan engines has to be taken into account for
the benchmark creation and need to be individually weighted.
For this purpose a weight is defined by statistical analysis for
each scan engine. The benchmark is created for the labeling
of android applications into four confidence levels.

1) Scan-engine weight assignment: A data set of 3041
known malware and 1032 known benign applications sub-
mitted to VirusTotal following the process shown in figure
2. By knowing that the submitted application is a known
malware and benign application, it is possible to determine
the accuracy of each scan engine. With these results a
true positive and true negative rate of each scan engine is
calculated using equation 1. A true positive rate is defined
when a malware is detected as malware and true negative is
if benign is detected as benign application. Weight of each
scan engine is calculated using equation 1 after submission
of all malware and benign applications. Example results of
scan engine weight is shown in table I.

Wi =
(TP ∗MS) + (TN ∗BS)

MS +BS
(1)

where Wi is scan engine weight of scan engine i. TP and
TN are true positive rate and true negative rate, respectively.
MS and BS are number of malware scanned and number
of benign applications scanned, respectively.

In order to perform relevant scan engines selection two
conditions are taken into account: first is, scan engines with
less than 50% true positive and negative rate are discarded,
and second is scan engines which are scanning less than 50%
of the whole data set for benign and malware samples are
also evicted. While conducting these tests, several scenarios
were encountered such as none of the malware or benign
applications are scanned by ahnlab scan engine. There are



five scan engines PCTools, eSafe, antivir, commtouch and
crowdstrike which scanned benign applications only. Avast-
Mobile scan engine scanned only 6 malware and 186 benign
applications hence giving a true positive rate of 100%, which
is incorrect. Hence, total 39 scan engines are selected and an
example list is shown in table I.

After calculating TP and TN of each scan engine and score
calculation of known malware and benign application using
equation 1, a range for confidence level is determined. On
the basis of application score the confidence level is divided
into three categories which are safe, suspicious and highly
suspicious. The safe range is empirically defined on the basis
of score of benign applications. Since 98.26% of benign
applications has a score less than and equal to 15, therefore
the safe range is defined from 0 to less than equal to 15 as
shown in figure 3.

Let S be a set of the scan engines returning the result in
a given time. A application score will be calculated from an
average of returning results from the scan engines as shown
in 1.

Score =

∑
i∈S(Wi ∗ V TRi)∑

i∈S Wi
∗ 100 (2)

where Score is an application score, Wi is the weight of
scan engine i, V TRi is a returned result of VirusTotal from
scan engine i (1 for malware or 0 for benign application) and
TotalWeight which is sum of all scan engine weight which
scanned the applications successfully among the selected list
of scan engines.

For the categorization of suspicious and highly suspicious
class, a set of 3041 known malware is tested. The results
from each application score shows 14% of total malware has
a score less than 50. Hence the suspicious range is defined
from greater 15 to less than equal to 50. However, 86% of
the total malware has obtained the score above 50 which
results the range greater than 50 for highly suspicious class.

2) Applications labeling downloaded from apk-dl.com: A
data set of 10,000 applications is created and downloaded
from apk-dl.com (unknown applications), which is then sub-
mitted to VirusTotal as depicted in figure 6. This is done after
creating the benchmark in order to identify the confidence
level of each application based on the application score using
equation 1.

B. Feature Extraction using Mobile Security Framework
(MobSF)

The interest of the proposed method is to use features
to classify applications into confidence level. In order to
extract features for all application, MobSF framework is
used. MobSF is an open source mobile testing framework
for android, iOS, Windows developed in Python. It is an
automated penetration testing framework, capable of detect-
ing the vulnerabilities, which an attacker can exploit in the
mobile application. MobSF performs reverse engineering on
apk files and extracts significant amount of data (used as
features in our model). MobSF provides option for scanning
bulk applications using command line. MobSF can perform
static and dynamic analysis. The static analyzer can detect
insecure permissions.

For feature extraction 10,000 applications downloaded
from apk-dl.com and 3041 known malware and 1032 known

Fig. 1. Classifying applications in three confidence levels.

Fig. 2. Sending http scan request to MobSF server using recent scans.

benign applications labeled with confidence level are sub-
mitted for bulk scan to MobSF. MobSF stores all the data in
SQLite database.

To perform feature extraction a list of recent scans is
extracted from MobSF local server (SQLite database) as
shown in figure. An in-house application is developed to
send an http request to the server for each recent scanned
application. Server starts scanning after receiving this http
request. This approach is used for the application bulk
scan. From these scanning results the data is extracted and
transformed to identify the features. In this study, 36 features
are used to build the classification model. Examples of some
of the extracted raw data is shown in table II and transformed
features are listed in table III.

1) Permission Feature Analysis: Moreover, in android the
permission feature is categorized into four protection levels
namely dangerous, normal, signature and signatureOrSystem.
These protection levels are examined to improve the accuracy
of the model through conducting count permission of known
malware and benign application. On the basis of calculated
average and standard deviation for normal and dangerous
applications total nine permissions are chosen as a feature
which are shown in table IV.

The comparison of percentage of permissions used by



TABLE I
LIST OF SELECTED SCAN ENGINES AND WEIGHT BASED ON TRUE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE RATE.

# ScanEngine Weight TruePositive TrueNegative MalwareScanned BenignScanned
1 MAX 99 99 99 1995 429
2 ESET-NOD32 98.8 99 98 3476 894
3 NANO-Antivirus 98.41 98 100 3473 895
4 SymantecMobileInsight 98.25 99 96 1945 647
5 ZoneAlarm 95.48 94 100 2025 661
— — — — — — —
38 TrendMicro-HouseCall 65 52 95 3426 858
39 Baidu 64.69 56 100 2198 717

TABLE II
EXAMPLE LIST OF RAW DATA EXTRACTED FROM MOBSF.

# FeatureName Feature DataType
1 MANIFEST ANAL Manifest Analysis Text
2 PERMISSIONS Permissions Text
3 ISSUED Issued Text
4 DOMAINS Domains Text

— — — —

TABLE III
EXAMPLE LIST OF CLEANED AND QUANTIFIED DATA.

# Feature FeatureType DataType
1 Manifest Analysis High, Medium, Low Integer
2 Permissions Normal, Dangerous

etc.
Integer

3 Issued Certificate Status Integer
4 Domains Good or Bad Integer

— — — —

malware and benign application is shown in figure 7.
On the basis of above results, six dangerous and three

normal permissions are used as features which are read phone
state, get tasks, access coarse location, system alert window,
access fine location, write external storage from dangerous
protection level and access wifi state, receive boot completed
and get accounts from normal protection level.

C. Feature Extraction using Mobile Security Framework
(MobSF)

The purpose of developing a classification model is to
provide the user with a confidence level of how likely
applications are to be malware rather than providing a binary
yes/no answer that can triggered false positive (categorized
as safe despite being a malware). Using such model, the user

Fig. 3. Percentage comparison of permissions used by malware and benign
applications.

can decide whether or not to proceed with the installation of
the applications on its . To develop a classification model,
WEKA software has been used to test ten different machine
learning techniques using the 36 features extracted. Classi-
fiers tested for the model random forest, random committee,
bagging, lmt, random subspace, simple logistic, logistic,
classification via regression, kstar and neural network. These
algorithms are explained below.

1) Random Forest: This classifier is an ensemble based
learning method which is a composition of random number
of simple decision tress. These tress are trained by allotting
a value to them and then to get the final output Vote system
is used.

2) Random Committee: This classifier is also an ensemble
based learning technique. The average of base classifiers
predictions is used to calculate the final output.

3) Bagging: The method is used to enhance the accuracy
and stability of machine learning algorithms. Multiple de-
cision tree classifiers are combined with random selection
of subsets from the space and then classifiers are feed with
them.

4) LMT: The classifier is based on logistic regressions
which handles multi-class target values and missing values
and used to develop logistic model trees.

5) Random Subspace: This ensemble based learning
method is also known as attribute or feature bagging. For
maintaining highest accuracy of the training data, a classifier
based on decision tree is generated.

6) Simple Logistic: The algorithm is a symmetrical model
and can performs automatic attribute selection. It is based on
linear logistic regression and uses LogitBoost algorithm to
build the model.

7) Logistic: This classifier used ridge estimator algorithm
for building the model and can build multinomial based
logistic regression models.

8) Classification Via Regression: An algorithm based on
classification using regression methods which classifies data
in the binary form. It developed one regression model for
each class value.

9) Neural Network: NN is an artificial intelligence tech-
nique and is a series of algorithm that can distinguish hidden
relationships between known inputs and outputs. It consists
of layers of interconnected nodes. It uses back propagation
to classify instances.

10) Kstar: This is a classifier which is based on instance
classification in which test class of instances is generated
which are similar to training class instances. For this clas-
sification a similarity function is used. This method uses an
entropy-based distance function.



TABLE IV
LIST OF SELECTED PERMISSIONS.

# PermissionName ProtectionLevel MalwareCount% BenignCount% Difference%
1 READ PHONE STATE Dangerous 93.03 37.11 55.92
2 GET TASKS Dangerous 67.12 17.91 49.21
3 ACCESS COARSE LOCATION Dangerous 67.94 26.57 41.37
4 SYSTEM ALERT WINDOW Dangerous 48.67 16.14 32.53
5 ACCESS FINE LOCATION Dangerous 57.51 28.44 29.07
6 WRITE EXTERNAL STORAGE Dangerous 90.13 69.69 20.44
7 ACCESS WIFI STATE Normal 75.53 49.9 25.63
8 RECEIVE BOOT COMPLETED Normal 49.69 34.15 15.54
9 GET ACCOUNTS Normal 9.21 39.67 30.46

Fig. 4. Classification model training.

In order to perform the experiments the performance of
above mentioned ten algorithms is tested. In order to find
out the accuracy of classification model. This classification
models are based on supervised learning. Supervised learning
is a machine learning task which uses labeled training data
that consists of input values and known output values. This
training data is used to determine a function and can be used
for testing new data.

The classification model is divided into two modules:
training and testing. To build this model 66% of the data
is used for training and 34% of data is used for testing. For
the training of the model applications with labeled confidence
level and features extracted from MobSF is used to generate
a classifier by using learning algorithms as depicted in figure
8. Figure 9 shows that applications with features are fed to
the classification model which labels each application as per
its confidence level: safe, suspicious and highly suspicious.

10 cross validation is performed on training data set. 10
cross validation partitions sub samples in 10 equal sizes. 1
sub sample out of 10 is used as validation data for testing
the model and 9 sub samples are used for model training.
This process is repeated for 10 times using 10 sub samples.
Results from 10 folds can be averaged to obtain the final
result. For the development of the two balanced data sets
which are 300 and 500 applications are used. These training
sets have been fed in Weka and using ten different classifiers
are tested. Two different experiments are performed with
different data sizes and are explained in next section.

Fig. 5. Classification model testing.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The aim of testing multiple classification models is to ob-
tain one providing the best results among the nine previously
presented. In order to test which classifier provides the best
results, the data set for the test is composed as follows:

A. Data set

Three groups of android applications are collected in this
study, which are 3000 malware, 1185 benign applications
and 10,000 unknown applications.

1) Malware Applications: These 3041 inimical applica-
tions are capable of performing harmful operations in android
devices. Some of the malware applications are capable of
sending user data to remote servers without the consent of
user.

2) Benign Applications: These 1032 applications, which
are considered reliable and safe for android devices, are
classified as benign applications. Benign applications are
divided into two categories: 213 system applications and 819
popular applications downloaded manually from Google play
store.

3) Labeled Applications: The status or the reliability of
these 10,000 applications was not known whether these
applications are malware or benign therefore we termed them
as unknown. However, these applications have been labeled
as mentioned in sub section 3.1.2.

To evaluate the performance of the classification model
two experiments are conducted explained below. In these
experiments the effectiveness of features extracted from
MobSF is measured. In order to calculate the accuracy of
our model two data sets of application with balanced data
size of applications are tested.



B. Experiment based on confidence level categorization

This experiment is performed for the classification of
android applications in four different classes according to
the confidence level. In this experiment the data sets of sizes
300 and 500 applications are tested using 10 cross validation.
The interest of using different size of data sets is to compare
the results by using same algorithms. We tested ten different
algorithms and ranked them from best to worst. The results
shows that the random forest algorithm outperforms in all
the other algorithms and as the data set size increases, the
accuracy increases respectively (see figure 10). The results
are shown in V and VI.

A balanced data set of 300 applications from each con-
fidence level has fed in Weka as shown in table V. Total
ten classifiers are tested and their performance is compared.
Comparing the results from these ten classifiers, Random
Forest gives highest accuracy of 79.11% in all.

TABLE V
RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS WITH 300 APPLICATIONS DATA

SET.

# Algorithm Accuracy%
1 Random Forest 79.11
2 Random Committee 77.56
3 Bagging 77.33
4 LMT 77.11
5 Random Subspace 76.33
6 Simple Logistic 75.44
7 Logistic 74.44
8 Classification Via Regression 74.33
9 Kstar 73.67

10 Neural Network 73.11

In table VI the results of 500 applications are shown. The
same ten classifiers used above are compared for this data
set and Random Forest outperforms and gives the highest
accuracy of 81.8%.

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS WITH 500 APPLICATIONS DATA

SET.

# Algorithm Accuracy%
1 Random Forest 81.8
2 Random Committee 81
3 Random Subspace 78.27
4 Bagging 77.33
5 Classification Via Regression 77.27
6 LMT 77.2
7 Simple Logistic 76.93
8 Logistic 76.27
9 Kstar 76.2
# Neural Network 76.07

The aim of comparing the results and accuracy of two
different data sets is to make sure that there is a progressive
increase of accuracy of Random Forest algorithm.

The confusion matrix of Vote algorithm for 500 appli-
cations data set is depicted in table VII. This shows that
safe class is 82% accurate by detecting 720 applications as
safe out of 900 safe applications. Whereas, the suspicious
class has gained lowest accuracy of 73% and can detect
654 applications as suspicious out of 900. Highly suspicious
class has detected 750 applications out of 900 and gained
the highest accuracy of 83%. This shows that if the number
of applications for suspicious class is increased, the accuracy
can also be increased.

TABLE VII
CONFUSION MATRIX OF RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM FOR 500

APPLICATIONS DATA SET.

Safe Suspicious Highly Suspicious
Safe 445 31 24
Suspicious 93 365 42
Highly Suspi-
cious

17 66 417

Accuracy% 89 73 83.4

C. Experiment based on Binary Categorization

This purpose of this experiment is to test the effectiveness
of the features extracted in this study. In this experiment
the applications are divided into two categories which are
malware and benign. In order to calculate the accuracy
of the model, 3000 applications from each category are
selected and submitted in Weka. The results are shown in
table 8. The accuracy of eight different algorithms is tested
first and the results are shown in figure 6 and then using
vote algorithm by combining two best algorithms is tested.
In this experiment both Random Forest individually and
Vote algorithm combined with Random forest and Random
Committee has obtained equal result with an accuracy of
90.74%.

TABLE VIII
RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS WITH 3000 APPLICATIONS DATA

SET.

# Algorithm Used Accuracy%
1 Random Forest 93.63
2 Random Committee 92.88
3 Random Subspace 91.35
4 Bagging 90.9
5 LMT 90.42
6 Classification Via Regression 90.1
7 Neural Network 89.97
8 Kstar 89.85
9 Simple Logistic 88.43

10 Logistic 88.43

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, a classification model determining the con-
fidence level of android application of being a malware
is presented. The model classify the applications in three
confidence levels such as safe, suspicious and highly suspi-
cious. This classification model is based on feature extraction
using MobSF and benchmark created using VirusTotal. The
interest of the proposed technique is that first, it relies on
a developed benchmark creation using VirusTotal to give
specific weight to scan engine based on their tested accuracy
using known malware. The technique provides weight to each
scan engine. The scan engine weight allows the definition
of an application scoring which set the boundary for the
confidence level.

The classification model is based on the extraction of
36 features and two sets of experiments are performed.
First experiment is based on the confidence level of android
applications which labels the application according to the
confidence level. In this experiment two application data
sets 300 and 500 are tested ten different algorithms are
tested. Random Forest has outperformed with an accuracy of
81.8% for the data set of 500 applications. However, second



experiment is conducted to test the effectiveness of features.
This experiments is based on binary (benign or malware)
classification of android applications. A balanced data set of
3000 applications are tested using the same ten algorithms
and again Random Forest has acquired the highest accuracy
of 93.63%.

There are different directions for this work. One is to
increase the data set both in terms of malware and benign
applications so we can determine how big the data set needs
to be in order to obtain the best results in terms of high
accuracy, however this task is time consuming.
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